Media Update

Max Schrems: Facebook knew about later "Cambridge Analytica" problem
since 2011 – but said data sharing with questionable apps is perfectly legal
Lawyer for Facebook in 2012 argued data sharing allowed under privacy policy
Irish Privacy Regulator saw "satisfactory response" in 2012 "Audit" of Facebook
Max Schrems (chairman of noyb.eu) is surprised by Facebook’s reaction on the Cambridge
Analytica scandal: "Facebook has millions of times illegally distributed data of its users to
various dodgy apps - without the consent of those affected. In 2011 we sent a legal complaint
to the Irish Data Protection Commissioner on this. Facebook argued that this data transfer is
perfectly legal and no changes were made. Now after the outrage surrounding Cambridge
Analytica the Internet giant suddenly feels betrayed seven years later. Our records show:
Facebook knew about this betrayal for years and previously argues that these practices are
perfectly legal.”

Document 1: Legal Complaint on Problem with "Apps"
In a complaint filed with the Irish Data Protection Authority in the summer of 2011
(screenshot below), Max Schrems described exactly those two issues that now led to the
"Cambridge Analytica" scandal: First, apps could also retrieve data from "friends" of users
installing an app without the friends’ consent. Second, it was completely unclear which apps
received this data and whether they would ever adhere to data protection regulations.
Facebook had no control here. Both blatantly violate European data protection law, which
was already applicable on Facebook in 2011 because it had its head office in Ireland.

Document 2: Facebook 2012: "Users gave consent to data sharing"
In a seven-hour conversation at Vienna Airport in 2012, representatives of Facebook and
Max Schrems also debated about the legal status of apps. As the protocol of this
conversation (page 10, screenshot below) shows, Facebook argued that it’s privacy policy
would legitimize this data transfers. Facebook said that all users agreed to unknown apps
getting their data with no serious limitations.
Schrems: "Such a blank approval is completely invalid under European law. How should a
user know which friend has installed a windy app that is hosted somewhere in China and
what happens to my data? But Facebook continued to provide data to all those questionable
apps."

Document 3: Irish DPC saw "satisfactory response" in 2012 audit of Facebook
The Irish DPC was fully informed about these events, which became a scandal seven years
later. In the DPC’s report in response to Max Schrems complaints, however, the DPA made
only superficial suggestions for improvement. For example, users should get better
information - but the illegal data flow to apps was not stopped.
In the final “Re-Audit” (page 29, screenshot below) the Irish regulator found a “satisfactory
response” by Facebook. Only two years later an App stripped the data of 50 million profiles
from Facebook and forwarded them to Cambridge Analytica.

As of May 25, 2018: US$ 1.6 billion penalty and noyb.eu
Schrems: "This case shows again perfectly what has not worked so far in European data
protection. A large corporation knowingly ignores European law and illegally passes on data.
The regulator in Ireland is looking away and the data of millions of users are landing at
Cambridge Analytica to influence our elections.”
If this happened after May 25 this year, Facebook could face a fine of up to $ 1.6 billion
Dollars (4% of global sales in 2017). These are the penalties according to the new EU
General Data Protection Regulation (DSGVO) that will apply from 25 May 2018.
Schrems: "Even after the new EU privacy law comes into force, we need someone to cover
these cases - as I did in 2011 - and bring them to the courts. For this we have now founded
the European enforcement association called noyb.eu. As soon as we are fully funded, we
will use lawyers and technicians to expose such violations and bring in lawsuits and
complaints. We have to ensure that the ‘big European data protection lie is brought to an
end: We have laws but companies do whatever they want as there is no enforcement. "

========

Documents (free to use):
Original complaint from 2011: PDF
Protocol of positions during a meeting with Facebook in 2012 (page 10): PDF
"Audit" of the Irish DPC from 2012 (page 86 on apps) : PDF
"Review" by the irish DPC from 2012 (page 29 on apps): PDF

Questions?
...via phone: +43 664 4602350
...via email: media@noyb.eu

